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Your winning ticket number will be displayed at the bottom of the screen as you compete. To play: 1. At the main menu, pick a
game type (daily play, daily jackpot, or race), then select a game number to play. 2. See the fast finger, double, and triple win
games. 3. When you are ready to begin, the screen will display your playing number. 4. Start each game by pressing a
corresponding button on the controller pad. 5. If you lose or quit the game, return to the main menu and enter a new game. ##
Release History * [0.2.2] 21 Feb 2013 * Updated links for font and sound * Reset score for new game * User command to clear
point tracker * Added option to auto-restart * Clarified instructions to begin a new game * Add 5 second delay before game
starts * Add fast finger game (supporting up to 3 digits) * [0.2.1] 18 Feb 2013 * Added support for new games * Improved
font/sound * Added check for new game * Fixed small typo * Corrected number of digit allowed in the fast finger game * [0.2]
13 Feb 2013 * Added ability to customize appearance * Added option to disable sound * Reworked the game (no longer use
fixed timer) * [0.1] 2 Feb 2013 * Initial release * [0.0.2] 20 Jan 2013 * Fixed game restart bug * Reset score after game starts *
Load font only once * New game time-out delay * Added sound support * Clarified instructions * [0.0.1] 16 Jan 2013 * Initial
version A new survey from Bankrate says that 23% of the 2,000 people polled for its 2013 Retirement Confidence Survey
would not want to retire at 65. But a strong majority of those surveyed (62%) also said they wouldn't want to delay retiring past
the current 65-year age threshold. Bankrate asked: What is the age that most people would prefer to retire? The most popular
answer was that people would prefer to work until 70 ( 82157476af
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